
NBA JAM by EA SPORTS™

**About NBA JAM by EA SPORTS**

With NBA JAM players can experience enthralling basketball action also on their smartphones or

tablets. There are a total of 30 NBA teams and numerous NBA legends available in the game.

NBA JAM offers you first-class basketball games and legendary basketball stars. You have 30

NBA teams to choose from, with which you can dominate the field and become the champion. If

your team is good and you win many games, legendary basketball players like Dennis Rodman or

Dr. J can be unlocked and chosen in your team. There are three different game modes available.

While you play alone in Play Now Mode and the Classic Campaign, Local Multiplayer mode gives

you the chance to play against a friend.

**NBA JAM by EA SPORTS - Features:** 

- Play with the best NBA teams: NBA JAM has a total of 30 first-class NBA available. Choose a

team, play with your favorite players and win numerous basketball games. You can not only use

the players of the current NBA season, but you can also unlock legendary NBA stars like Dennis

Rodman, Dr. J or Scottie Pippen. This will make your team even stronger.

- Play Now: You can choose between three different game modes in NBA JAM. The Play Now

modes give you a quick and easy start to the game. The only thing you have to do is select a team

and the game can start.

- Classic Campaign: In the Classic Campaign, it's your job to defeat all the teams of the season

and become the champion of the current NBA season. In addition, only in this mode you have the

possibility to unlock the NBA legends as well as numerous cheats or some hidden players. If you

win many games of the tournament, you will receive unique rewards that will help you a lot as the

game progresses.

- Local multiplayer mode: Local multiplayer mode allows you to play NBA JAM against your

friends. For this, you simply have to connect each other via local WiFi or Bluetooth and the

basketball action can start.

Conclusion: NBA JAM by EA SPORTS offers players unique basketball action and a varied gaming

experience. Since the game is constantly adapted to the current NBA season, you always play with

the latest teams and NBA stars.


